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ADAM'S 'RELIGIOUS TEACHERS OF GREECE.'

The Religious Teachers of Greece, being
Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion
delivered at Aberdeen. By JAMES ADAM,
Litt.D., edited with a Memoir by his
wife, ADELA MARION ADAM. Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1908. 8vo. xix + lv + 46 7.
A Photograph of James Adam. 105. 6d.

THE object of this set of Gifford Lectures,
delivered at the University of Aberdeen, is
not ' to criticise any existing system of philo-
sophy, or to construct a new one in its place,'
but ' to reproduce, as far as may be without
prejudice or passion, the kind of answers
which the religious teachers of ancient Greece
—that is to say the poets and philosophers
—were able to supply to those spiritual
problems which are not of to-day, or yester-
day, but for all time.' The three main
problems or questions are as to the divine
nature, man's duty to the gods, and the
future life. In Homer, the two conspicuous
features of the divine nature are polytheism
and anthropomorphism ; the duty of man to
God is to ' acknowledge his dependence on
the divine authority in every circumstance of
his life,' and to express it by sacrifice and
prayer; while, as to the future life, we may
almost say ' that we do wrong to speak of a
future life in Homer: it is only a little more
life than that of our image in a glass.' The
answers which we extract from Homer to
these three questions were practically not
developed by poetry in the period from
Hesiod to Bacchylides: indeed down to the
fourth century B.C. ' the orthodox Greek con-
ception of the under world was still in the
main derived from Homer'; and the Platonic
Euthyphro ' is represented by Plato as the
incarnation of Homeric orthodoxy' in the
matter of man's duty to the gods. Then in
the sixth century B.C. the Orphic doctrine of
the celestial origin and nature of the soul
introduced ' a new and more spiritual concep-
tion both of God and man,' opposed in all
fundamental respects to the Homeric view,
and providing a basis for the belief in immor-
tality. It is on the Orphic conception of
man's relationship with God that ' by far the
most remarkable and distinctive portion of

Pindar's religious doctrine' rests—his con-
ception of immortality, a conception altogether
different from that of earlier Greek poets.
Aeschylus, too, like Pindar and the Orphics,
recognises a judgment and penalties here-
after. Sophocles, on the other hand, ' keeps
his drama pure from Orphic and Pythagorean
elements': the religious teaching of the
Sophoclean drama is summed up in the
words of the Philoctetes: ' Remember that ye
show piety to the gods; piety dies not with
men: whether they live or die, it endures
for ever.'

The dissemination of Orphic religious
ideas, nearly all of which were irreconcilable
with the religion of Homer, prepared the
way for the philosophers' revolt against the
authority of Homer. The beginning of this
revolt is sketched in Lecture IX. from Thales
to Xenophanes: • the unity of God was
affirmed, in opposition to the Homeric poly-
theism ; and it was taught that God is
uncreated, and that He is a God of truthful-
ness and morality. A most interesting
lecture on Heraclitus sets forth, with the
lucidity and sobriety which characterises the
book from beginning to end, the position
that in Heraclitus the Logos, ' The Word,' is
God. The Heraclitean concept of Logos
was elaborated by the Stoics; from them it
passed to Philo; and ' the link between
Greek philosophy and Christian thought was
once for all established by the author of the
Fourth Gospel when he proclaimed that the
Logos had become incarnate in Jesus Christ'

For the student of theological ideas Par-
menides and the Eleatics are of little or no
importance: ' the concept of God disappears
for them in that of Being.' As for Empe-
docles, nowhere does he maintain that God
is one : ' and a belief, in divine unity cannot
well be reconciled with the pluralism of his
physics.' By Anaxagoras the Heraclitean
unity was resolved ' into a duality in which
Mind and Matter stand over against one
another as two distinct and mutually exclusive
principles.' Whether he expressly identified
his Nous with God or not, ' we are fully justi-
fied in maintaining that Anaxagoras is the
founder of theism in the western world.'
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Amongst the Sophists we meet with an ag-
nosticism which is sometimes virtual atheism;
and ' an individualism so extreme as to strike
at the foundations of society.' The Sophists
destroyed, ' but did not, to any great extent
rebuild.' And it is ' chiefly as the poetical
interpreter of the age of the Sophists' that
Euripides is treated. His theological opinions
reveal ' the same spirit of open-mindedness
and vacillation' as do his reflections on
immortality: Indeed, he was essentially
iconoclastic and destructive: ' on the posi-
tive or reconstructive side, we find a multitude
of suggestions, without, so far as I can see,
any single dominating principle.'

With Socrates a new intellectual and
spiritual era begins : the Christian fathers are
to a certain extent right in speaking of the
philosophy of Socrates and Plato as a pre-
paration for the gospel: ' the fundamental
religious ideas of Platonism have much in
common with those of Christianity.' Ignor-
ance was the Socratic equivalent of sin; and
'Socrates' conception of knowledge is the
intellectual counterpart of the Christian con-
ception of faith.' What Socrates believed
about the immortality of the soul is not easy
to determine; but he first deliberately em-
ployed the argument from design; and the

• Socratic formula of prayer, 'in its perfect
I faith and self-suppression is more Christian
i than Greek.'

The lectures on Plato, which occupy one-
third of the whole book, are devoted to
explaining the general religious significance
of Plato's thought. Attention is called 'to
the real kinship of thought—illuminating, I
think, as far as it goes—between Plato and
St. Paul.' The distinction which in the
Timaeus Plato drew between the Creator and
the World-soul prepared the way for the
theology of Philo ; and in «the conception of
the divine nature as a differentiated unity
we may perceive, with Baur, a certain re-
semblance to the Christian doctrine of the
Trinity.' Indeed, 'the Timaeus did more
than any other literary masterpiece to facili-
tate and promote that fusion of Hellenism
and Hebraism out of which so much Christian
theology has sprung.' Again, ' the Platonic
fitkerrj davdrov is also strikingly parallel to
many exhortations in St. Paul.' The ulti-

mate object of the meditatio mortis of the
Phaedo and the intellectualis amor of the
Symposium is 'to reach those eternal and
unseen realities to which the soul is itself
akin'; and the scheme of education in the
Republic is directed towards the same end.
Plato's conception of the ethical end is
' assimilation to God'—ofiouoo-is T£ 6t§.
And the five preliminary studies, in his
system of education form the eirdvoSos TOV
OTTOS, or ascent into the realm of Being.

Agreeing with Aristotle that Plato regarded
his Ideas as transcendent, Adam could not
believe that the Ideal Theory originated in
'an attempt to find a sure foundation for
knowledge and knowledge only—we cannot
but feel that there were other and hardly less
powerful impulses at work.' The Ideas con-
stitute a world of transcendental models or
archetypes of perfection, and ' Plato's religion
consists in the passionate uplifting of the
mind towards this realm of perfection.' But
the Ideas are not only transcendent: they
are also immanent; and ' for the student of
religious, not of philosophical thought,' the
mode of their immanence is of no little
interest. The philosophical difficulty of this
transcendent immanence Plato himself stated
in the Parmenides, ' and never succeeded in
refuting'; but he adhered, nevertheless, to
the belief, and Christianity took it up : ' the
doctrine of Parousia as the presence of the
Infinite in the finite underlies the deepest
religious teaching of St. Paul's Epistles, as
well as the Gospel and Epistles of St. John.'
The Idea of Good, in Adam's view, ' stands
for Plato's philosophical conception of God.'
Hence, the whole of Nature, so far as it really
exists, is a revelation of God ; but evil really
exists, and can never be eliminated altogether
from this world. As for the next world,
according to Adam, Plato would hold ' that
we do not lose, but rather regain, our perfect
individuality by union with the all-embracing,
all-sustaining mind or spirit in which even
now we live and move and have our being.'

At this point the lectures stop. There is
no concluding lecture to summarise the results
of this survey of Greek poetry and philo-
sophy, or to indicate what, if any, conclusions
may be drawn from the survey. The infer-
ence is that the survey was not made for the:
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purpose of drawing, or even of suggesting,
any such general conclusions. The purpose
of the lectures is purely objective; it is, as
stated on the first page of the book, ' to re-
produce, as far as may be without prejudice or
passion,' the teaching of the various religious
teachers of Greece. The very title of the
work—'The Religious Teachers of Greece'
—abstains from promising or suggesting that
the doctrines they taught will be found to
have any underlying unity, or to be the
stages in a process of evolution. And yet
on the second page of the book we are invited
'to consider the development of religious

ideas in Greek philosophy and poetry from
Homer down to Plato,' and to consider them
from the point of view ' of the spiritual
connexion between Greek philosophy and
Christianity,' of which the early Fathers of
the Church were conscious. That spiritual
connexion is indeed indicated in the lectures;
and we are grateful for it, and for the con-
sideration given to the development of Greek
religious ideas. We would gladly have had
more. Had it been given, it would have
been of the best, as is all that James Adam
has given to the world.

F. B. JEVONS.

A NEW LATIN GRAMMAR.

A Grammar of Classical Latin for use in Schools and
Colleges. By ARTHUR SLOMAN, M.A. Camb.
Univ. Press, 1906. Pp. xvi + 480. 6s.

M R . SLOMAN has long been known as a critic of the
Revised Latin Primer and an assailant of the mono-
poly which that grammar has so long enjoyed. He
has now employed the leisure of a retired school-
master to compile a rival work, in which it is easy to
recognise bpth the accuracy of the scholar and the
experience of the tried teacher. Its scope is strictly
limited to classical Latin, in the syntax to the usage
of the Ciceronian and Augustan ages and in the
accidence to the authors commonly read in schools.
The note of the book is the scrupulous accuracy with
which every detail has been tested. The old Primer
bristled with falsehoods and half truths, but Mr.
Sloman's statements may, on the whole, be accepted
with confidence. If schoolboys find it, as we think
they may, harder to learn from than the older books,
it will at least leave them with far less to unlearn.
To understand what ah improvement Mr. Sloman
has effected, it is only necessary to examine such
sections as those on the forms of the Imperative
(§480) and on the Prohibitions (§ 494). Mr. Sloman's
is, we believe, the first Latin Grammar to incorporate
Zielinski's rules for the Ciceronian clausulae.

The grammar is divided into five parts, the acci-
dence being so fully treated that it occupies as much
space as the other four parts together. The appen-
dices contain a number of useful, and some useless,
lists, and the book concludes with an index of verbs.
The syntax is arranged from the standpoint of the
English learner. This is, of course, natural and
perhaps necessary in a school book, but it leaves
something to be desired from the historical point of
view. It might have been as well to add, for ex-
ample, a classification of the uses of the Latin
subjunctive, in order to correct the impression of the
schoolboy, who would then realise that many of the

subjunctives that he meets with in widely separated .
sections of his grammar are really identical. i

' Life,' said the Professor at the Breakfast Table, ]
' is a great bundle of small things'; and the same is •
true of a Latin Grammar. Our criticisms must there- ',
fore necessarily deal with minutiae. j

In the first place, there are not a few statements
put in an unscientific form. ' Before the age of
Augustus 0 was substituted for the vowel « . . . in
such words as servos,' etc. (§3). The 2 of the in-
finitive of the third conjugation is said to be 'inserted
before -re for the sake of euphony' (§ 194). To
explain comburo recourse is had to ' an archaic form
[iiiro] ' (§ 233), which is at best an exploded hypo-
thesis. In § 234 stlutum is given as the oldest form
of (t)latum, but there is little doubt that the roots are !
different. On p. 165 aperio and operio are explained
as compounds either of pario or of 'an obsolete
[arW].' What evidence is there for a verb ario?
Surely the alternative to pario is a hypothetical verio,
from a root which appears clearly in Sansc. and in
Lith. Posco (p. 172) is not for por-sc-o but for pore- \
sco. Another doubtful statement is that ' ab- becomes
au- before t' (§ 445). It is far more likely that we
have in au- a different preposition. Another unsound
statement is to be found in § 590 : ' verbs with
Perfect in -ui sometimes insert a thematic i before -t-, |
aspdno, -ere, pos-ui, pos-i-tum.' It would have been 't
difficult to choose a more unfortunate example. On '
p. 13 the note informs us that the 0 of the gen. plural
of the second declension was originally short. Mr.
Sloman means no doubt that the termination was
originally short, -om (-um); -drum was substituted
for it on the analogy of the -arum of the first declen-
sion. There is a more serious confusion in §456. :
Speaking of the preposition in in compounds, Mr.
Sloman states that it is ' (rarely) negative,' and the ;
example given is insepultus. He seems to have
confused the preposition and the negative prefix, and
possibly he was thinking, when he wrote this, of the


